
Five women are discussing their New Year's resolutions for the upcoming year. Determine the resolutions each woman has set

for themselves in the coming year.

Shirt: blue, green, pink, white, yellow

Name: Emily, Isabelle, Samantha, Ursula, Wanda

Resolution: job, read, volunteer, weight, write

Boyfriend: Eric, Ivan, Richard, Timothy, Vincent

Chocolate: milk, organic, ruby, vegan, white

Eric's girlfriend is located at the second position.

Samantha is positioned in the middle.

The woman with a resolution to Write a book loves

Organic chocolate.

The woman hoping to �nd a New Job is exactly to the

left of Vincent's girlfriend.

Timothy's girlfriend is somewhere to the right of the

woman wearing the Green shirt.

The woman in the Pink shirt is next to the one who

wants to Volunteer.

The woman in the White shirt is somewhere to the left

of Ursula.

The person wanting to lose Weight is exactly to the left

of the lover of Ruby chocolate.

Eric's girlfriend is exactly to the left of the woman who

loves Milk chocolate.

The woman in the Yellow shirt is somewhere to the left

of Richard's girlfriend.

Emily is somewhere to the right of the woman in the

Yellow shirt.

The lady in the Pink shirt is somewhere to the left of

Wanda.

The woman in the White shirt wants to Read more.

The fan of White chocolate is somewhere between

Ivan's girlfriend and the woman who prefers Milk

chocolate, in that order.

The woman in the Yellow shirt loves Ruby chocolate.
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Five women are discussing their New Year's resolutions for the upcoming year. Determine the resolutions each woman has set

for themselves in the coming year.

Shirt: blue, green, pink, white, yellow

Name: Emily, Isabelle, Samantha, Ursula, Wanda

Resolution: job, read, volunteer, weight, write

Boyfriend: Eric, Ivan, Richard, Timothy, Vincent

Chocolate: milk, organic, ruby, vegan, white

Eric's girlfriend is located at the second position.

Samantha is positioned in the middle.

The woman with a resolution to Write a book loves

Organic chocolate.

The woman hoping to �nd a New Job is exactly to the

left of Vincent's girlfriend.

Timothy's girlfriend is somewhere to the right of the

woman wearing the Green shirt.

The woman in the Pink shirt is next to the one who

wants to Volunteer.

The woman in the White shirt is somewhere to the left

of Ursula.

The person wanting to lose Weight is exactly to the left

of the lover of Ruby chocolate.

Eric's girlfriend is exactly to the left of the woman who

loves Milk chocolate.

The woman in the Yellow shirt is somewhere to the left

of Richard's girlfriend.

Emily is somewhere to the right of the woman in the

Yellow shirt.

The lady in the Pink shirt is somewhere to the left of

Wanda.

The woman in the White shirt wants to Read more.

The fan of White chocolate is somewhere between

Ivan's girlfriend and the woman who prefers Milk

chocolate, in that order.

The woman in the Yellow shirt loves Ruby chocolate.
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Woman #1 Woman #2 Woman #3 Woman #4 Woman #5

Shirt whi�� gr��n pink ye��ow bl��

Name Isabel�� Urs��a Samantha Wanda Em��y

Resolution ��ad job weight volunt��r wri��

Boyfriend Ivan Eric Vincent Timothy Richard

Chocolate vegan whi�� m��k ruby organic
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